Blink Courtesy Notices

Driving an Electric Vehicle is becoming increasingly popular, but not everyone is aware of some common EV courtesies. By using these Blink courtesy notices, you can help educate drivers about parking near Blink EV charging stations and how to park in an EV world.

It’s easy - just choose a Blink courtesy notice and politely place it on the windshield of the vehicle.

**You have ICEd* me!**
I am an Electric Vehicle driver trying to get a charge and you are parked in a spot that is designated for Electric Vehicles only.

Please look at the signs and avoid blocking these parking spots. Thank you!

*ICEing is when an internal combustion engine vehicle takes an electric vehicle only parking spot.

**EV Parking Only**
You are currently parked in a parking space that is designated for Electric Vehicle Charging only and are preventing electric car drivers, like me, from charging our cars.

We don’t block your gas pump, so please don’t park in spaces that are designated for charging. Thank you!

**EV Charging Only**
This is a great parking spot, but it is designated for Electric Vehicles that are charging and you are preventing other EV drivers in need of a charge, like me, from charging our cars and getting to our destination.

In the future, please be sure to move your EV when it’s done charging. Thank you.